
A Look At Our 
Sisterhood…

Brought to you by Alexa and Anna Grace (Sisterhood Chairs)



What Does Sisterhood Mean to us?

Friendship
Being 
true to 

yourself

Someone to 
share your 

struggles and 
achievements 

with

New 
Adventures

Nothing like you 
expected, but 

everything you 
were looking for



Past Sisterhood Events
THE COVE

MOVIE NIGHT
URBAN AIR

KINDA CANDID

PIRAHNA CYCLE

CHARCUTERIE 
COMPETITION

ICE SKATING

ORANGE THEORY

& MORE!



01
Movie Nights! Coffee Dates!

02

Study Sessions!

03
Sleepovers!

04

Our Favorite Things to Do 
With Our Sisters!



“The sisterhood that Zeta has provided me with throughout my time in this chapter has been nothing 
short of a true form of love, support,  and the type of friendship I craved for years to find. I knew that Zeta 
was the answer to my prayer when I walked through their doors on the first day of rush and was instantly 
provided with a group of girls who would become my family, not because it was forced but because 
they represented what a Zeta woman stands for. The day I walked into Zeta I talked to the two girls who 
would later become my big and grand big, we formed a connection that I never thought was possible 
from one conversation; yet, I knew their intentions were true and they talked to me not as a friend but as 
a sister. Still to this day almost two years later, I continue to turn to Sarah and Lauren to be my 
backbone, and my ultimate mentors. They have been my support system since the day I became a Zeta 
and I couldn’t imagine a life in college where I didn’t have their beds to lay in and talk until the next 
morning, call at any day and time, and run to when I want to be my happiest and realest self. Zeta has 
given me the sisterhood I never knew I needed but could never imagine living without.”

ALYSSA DOOLEY PC 19

Sisterhood means having a constant support system and girls that will always hold me accountable. In Zeta, I have found 
sisterhood to be so much more than I could have ever imagined. Throughout the ups and downs of college thus far, I have 
never felt so supported by them than any other group of girls. They are always there to help me through any situation and 
pick me up when I fall short. Sisterhood also means sharing fun and exciting times together and I find that in Zeta I have the 
most fun when I’m with all of my zeta friends. I wouldn’t trade this sisterhood for the world!

Jess Martorelli PC 20
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Love, The Greatest Of All Things


